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CHAMPIONS CROWNED IN SALT LAKE CITY
The 2022 US National Tournament took place April 23rd at the Fitcon
Convention in Salt Lake City, Utah. In total, 45 wrestlers competed in
158 matches to determine national champions in 9 different weight
classes, plus an an informal 2-man team tournament.
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Power. Grit. Comradery. These three words best summarize the 2022
National Tournament. Nestled between the powerlifters and the
professional wrestling events was the dohyo, the battle ground where
US wrestlers proved their toughness in the sport of sumo. On the
North end of the dohyo sat the overseers of the tournament. Legends
of United States Sumo like “Captain” Americus Abesamis, “The Man of
Fat Steel” Kelly Gneiting, the infamous John Jacques, and one of the
godfathers of the sport in the US, Arthur “Ernie” Hunt. With grizzled
veteran gyoji like Packy Bannevans, Tom Zabel, and Andrew Freund
keeping close watch on the matches, the contest of skill and
determination that was national championship sumo could
commence.
 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

For some it was a chance to prove their dominance and show how
hard they had been working to hone their skill. But for others, like Stan
Kocol of Iron Goat Sumo and Nick West of Rain City Sumo, it was their
debut on the scene. Drawn in by roars from the crowd, any passersby
could not help but be pulled into the spectacle of two warriors battling
it out in the ring...
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FEATURED COMMUNITY ART
TAKAGIZMO

by     MOVIEMULLIGAN
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SUMO                                       is a traditional combat sport originating in ancient
Japan. The rules are simple: force your opponent out of the ring or force
them to touch the ground with anything other than the soles of their
feet. Professional Japanese tournaments are held 6 times a year. The 2-
week long tournaments take place every odd-numbered month, with
each wrestler fighting once per day and the wrestler with the best
record wins.

AMA-ZUMO                                                                       short for Amateur Sumo, is
practiced in gyms, parks, and backyards around the world. In the US,
tournaments are held throughout the year all across the country. Sumo
is a sport for everyone, and no matter who or where you are, we can
help connect you with someone who wants to share it with you. 
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The first to grace the ring with combat were the MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Fast and nimble, this division never disappoints for skill and cunning.
Newcomers to the sport squared off against experienced veterans in their
first foray into the dohyo. Of the younger batch of fighters, Josh Crook
emerged from the pack as one of the men to watch. Taking on other
experienced fighters like Chad Neu and World Games qualifier Trent
Sabo, Josh displayed excellent ring sense and won with a variety of
techniques including overarm throws, crushouts, and force outs. His
stablemate Joe Ponsetto was another standout, beating out his rival—and
World Games qualifier—Justin Kizzart in two action packed bouts. Joe’s
experience won out over Josh in the end as he managed to fight his way
back from the loser’s bracket and beat him in back-to-back matches to
win the division for the second year in a row.
 
When the MIDDLEWEIGHTS clash, you can feel the earth begin to shake.
Once again, a healthy mix of greenhorns clashed with the old guard and
put up a fantastic display of skill. The ladies battled it out in a three
women round robin format. It was here that Jenni Crook — mother to
lightweight silver medalist Josh Crook — went undefeated against Helen
Delpopolo and Liesel Rickhoff. With moves like a pulling under arm throw,
force outs, and crush outs in her arsenal, she was a force to be reckoned
with on the mats. When it came time for the men to take to the dohyo,
World Qualifier Jordan Karst was the one to watch, despite this being only
his second sumo tournament. The UNLV wrestling coach proved why he
holds his position with the university as he fought his way through the
brackets, only to be defeated by Murat Molodgalli. Jordan then had to
fight his way back from the loser’s bracket to face off against the
undefeated Murat once again, but this time he was able to take the win
and the gold. As testament to the excitement of the bouts, more
onlookers continued to crowd the ring as the US sumotori fought for
victory.

If the middleweights bouts began to shake the ground, the LIGHT
HEAVYWEIGHT division continued to send impact tremors
throughout the arena. It was a massive return to form for Daniel Avila,
who took 3rd place after a long absence due to illness. Each slam to
the mat boomed and echoed throughout the competition hall as
Cornelius “Cornbread” Booker went undefeated to win the national
title.

The rafters shook with each mighty tachiai when the HEAVYWEIGHTS
took the stage. Featuring more wrestlers than any other division, the
heavyweight power and strength were on full display. Kellyann Ball
was the one to watch in the women’s division. She had to get through
opponents like Natalie Burns and Nicole Burgess to fight her way
back through a long slog in the loser’s bracket to finally defeat her
stablemate Yaleidy Galindo for the gold. Similarly on the men’s side of
the bracket, World Qualifier Angel Delatorre stood out from the
crowd. Fighting veterans like Jose Galindo and Caleb Baccus and
newer faces like Robert Mckonkie, Angel showed why he was a World
Games qualifier until finally being brought down by Galindo, who took
his second consecutive national heavyweight title.
 
Without a doubt, there is no better way to appreciate the true
essence of sumo than to compete in the OPENWEIGHT division.
There is no weight class distinction, so it is as close to the professional
Japanese circuit as one can get in amateur sumo. Some say it is a
meat grinder for sumotori new and old. Rookies learned, sometimes
painfully, why the veterans hold their positions. Young blood
experienced unexpected side steps at the tachiai from their foes and
flew past. Experienced Heavyweights clashed with newly crowned
lightweight champions. Rookies from different divisions grappled and
pitted their skill against one another in truly impressive displays. The
husband-and-wife duo Jose and Yaleidy Galindo both went
undefeated to bring home the men’s and women’s gold medals
home to their rapidly expanding trophy case.
 
Finally, the event culminated in a new competition, the TEAM
BATTLE. Sumotori paired off together to fight other teams in a best-
of-three format for the final medals of the day. A last display of power,
skill, and friendship before the community went their separate ways
again until our next contest. A fitting end to a fantastic tournament.

2022 US NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Photos by Shane Auguson
myfamiliesphotographer

BY MAK DRAKE

2022 NATIONALS RESULTS 
MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT

1st: Joe Ponsetto - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo
2nd: Joshua Crook - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo

3rd: Justin Kizzart - Dark Circle Sumo
WOMEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT

1st: Jenni Crook - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo
2nd: Helen Delpopolo

3rd: Liesel Rickhoff - Dark Circle Sumo
MEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT

1st: Jordan Karst
2nd: Murat Molodgalli

3rd: Ryan White - Jersey Sumo
MEN'S LIGHT HEAVY

1st: Cornelius Booker - Ironwave Sumo
2nd: James Doyle - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo
3rd: Daniel Avila - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo

WOMEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
1st: Kellyann Ball - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo

2nd: Yaleidy Galindo - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo
3rd: Natalie Burns

MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
1st: Jose Galindo - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo

2nd: Angel Delatorre
3rd: Robert McKonkie

WOMEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Yaleidy Galindo - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo
2nd: Kellyann Ball - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo
3rd: Jenni Crook - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo

MEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Jose Galindo - Yamamoto Sumo Dojo

2nd: Robert McKonkie
3rd: Cornelius Booker - Ironwave Sumo

MEN'S 2-MAN TEAM
1st: Jose Galindo/Danny Avila

2nd: Gilberto Delatorre/Brandon Alexander
3rd: Trent Sabo/Tyler Olsen

Full event video on the GRAND SUMO BREAKDOWN YouTube channel
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SANSHō
(Special Prizes)

 Kantō-shō - Fighting Spirit prize
Khalil Collins - Dallas Sumo Club

 
Ginō-shō - Technique prize
Justin Jones - Honu Sumo

 
Shukun-shō - Outstanding Performance

Robert Westbrook - Dallas Sumo Club

Some wrestlers came to Dallas with a decade of experience, some came
with just hours. They came from across town and across the country.
They all came to FitCon, to the first ever tournament hosted by Dallas
Sumo Club, an event that could only be described as a rousing success.
An incredible showing of 36 wrestlers battled it out against each other
and against the unforgiving Texas summer, where the temperature
swelled past 105F in the shade. Considerate and thorough planning
kept everyone safe though, as the hosts kept the wrestlers and support
staff well sheltered and hydrated throughout the day. 

The event kicked off with a promotion ceremony where four wrestlers
were presented their new belts by Texas sumo elder Tom Zabel. Paul
Gutierrez and Nicholas Ton of Shogeki Sumo and Paul Mitchel of Mighty
Eagle sumo earned their first two ranks—gokyu and yonkyu—and
Brandon Alexander of Mighty Eagle was promoted for the fourth time
to nikyu. 

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT was the first division of the day, and we were
quickly shown the scope of what Texas sumo has to offer. Despite this
being their first appearance, Patrick Mburu and Ira Haggarty of the
brand-new Ronin Rikishi Sumo club would each manage two wins and
show that they are already a club to watch. Experienced veterans took
the lightweight stage as well, with Justin Kizzart and Chad Neu of Dark
Circle Sumo taking silver and bronze, respectively. In the end though,
gold went to Justin "JJ" Jones of San Diego's Honu Sumo. The Justin vs.
Justin series has been burning for years and always produces
spectacular matches, but this time Jones was able to overcome, going
2-1 against his rival and being unanimously awarded the special prize
for technique as a bonus.

Next up was a 6-man round robin contest for the MEN'S LIGHT
HEAVYWEIGHT title. After five matches each, the last man standing was
Dallas Sumo's Jared Tadlock, going undefeated on the day. He
described the entire experience as "surreal," and made sure not to take
his past success for granted, saying "I have had to make myself take
things one match at a time and not overthink. I was very happy with the
outcome and being able to string along one win after another." The
silver medal went to Moataz Elkotb, one of the members of the
Egyptian team who also had an incredible showing, his only loss being
to Tadlock.

With only four women wrestlers able to attend, they agreed to a double
round robin WOMEN'S OPENWEIGHT tournament. Major credit has to
be given to Dark Circle Sumo's Liesel Rickhoff, who normally fights at
lightweight but refused to back down when her only available
competition were heavyweights. Of those heavyweights, Este Webster
put up a good showing, but the day belonged to Honu Sumo's Christina
Griffin-Jones and Mighty Eagle's Nicole Burgess. Both are well-
decorated athletes, as Burgess is the reigning Texas state Champion
and Griffin-Jones is a member of the US world team. The two went
undefeated except against each other, forcing a tiebreaker for the gold.
It took everything they had, but Griffin-Jones emerged the winner and 

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT
1st: Justin "JJ" Jones - Honu Sumo

2nd: Justin Kizzart - Dark Circle Sumo
3rd: Chad Neu - Dark Circle Sumo

 
MEN'S LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT

1st: Jared Tadlock - Dallas Sumo Club
2nd: Moataz Elkotb - Egypt

3rd: Brandon Alexander - Mighty Eagle Sumo
 

MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
1st: Kamal Basira - Egypt

2nd: Kyle Ferriter - The Community
3rd: Robert Westbrook - Dallas Sumo Club

 
WOMEN'S OPENWEIGHT

1st: Christina Griffin Jones - Honu Sumo
2nd: Nicole Burgess - Mighty Eagle Sumo

3rd: Este Webster - Dark Circle Sumo
 

MEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Kyle Ferriter - The Community

2nd: Moataz Elkotb - Egypt
3rd: Khalil Collins - Dallas Sumo Club

Full event video on the DALLAS SUMO CLUB YouTube channel

the first recipient of the Women's Cowboy Cup openweight title.

MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT featured some literally and figuratively big
names. US world team member Angel Delatorre and 2021 national
openweight champ Kyle Ferriter looked like frontrunners to take the
division, but Egypt's Kamal Basira was having none of it. Ferriter ended
up with the silver medal, but Basira blew through the competition,
beating both Ferriter and Delatorre as well as eventual bronze medalist
Robert Westbrook. For his part, Westbrook was awarded the
outstanding performance prize for scoring multiple upsets over well-
established wrestlers in his very first competitive appearance.

By the time MEN'S OPENWEIGHT was ready to begin, the sun was
beating down at full blast. Nonetheless, 17 men were willing to step
back into the ring to battle for the first ever Men's Cowboy Cup in the
final event of the day. An early match that delivered fireworks was Khalil
Collins defeating Moataz Elkotb to send him to the loser's bracket with
a huge crush out. Collins was battling through injury all day and nearly
made it to the finals before running into Kyle Ferriter. Perhaps spurred
on by his loss in the heavyweight final, Ferriter powered his way
through the winner's bracket to the gold medal match. Collins and
Elkotb both showed incredible spirit after taking their first losses, to the
point that it felt inevitable that they would collide again.  They battled
through pain and heat and at times had to be held up by their coaches,
but they made it to the rematch. This time it went in favor of Elkotb,
leaving Collins with the bronze medal and the fighting spirit prize. The
final showdown between Kyle Ferriter and Moataz Elkotb delivered a
big slam that was too close to call in the first bout, but a clean pushout
in the rematch left Ferriter the king of the dohyo for the day. 

Cowboy Cup organizer and club oyakata Corey Morrison said afterward,
"I’m so happy, we had such a successful time. I feel like the whole
English speaking sumo community really came together on this. Feels
like a dream." And come together they did. Groups from around the
world banded together to help fund the event and set a new bar for
multimedia presentation. In addition to Corey's excellent management,
there were at least ten non-competing staff helping keep the show
running, from gyojis (Nick Ton of Shogeki and Tom Zabel of Mighty
Eagle) to commentators (Laurie of Sumo Kaboom and Bruce of
Tachiai.org) to our professional-level streaming guru (Allen Falkner), the
Cowboy Cup really had it all. I was given the honor of being the ring
announcer, but couldn't have made it work without the help of Ben
Marquez of Dark Circle Sumo, who was taking the day off to let an injury
heal up. Robert Fuimaono, Simone Longe, Paul Gutierrez and others
also stepped up to help operate as the shimpan department to help
confirm referee decisions and consult on special prize winners.

BY JAKE POIRIER

Congratulations and thank you to all of the
champions, competitors, and volunteers
who helped make this event a success!



Terunofuji by Robin Bray
ofsumo

NATSU BASHO

TERUNOFUJI'S
PATH TO THE TITLE

find any consistent success as an Ozeki, posting his worst non-injury-related record as an Ozeki with a 5-10. Another
disappointment in the san’yaku ranks was Wakatakakage. What many were hoping would be a continuation of his
Yusho winning performance in March and be the last step of his Ozeki run, quickly became just a race to just stave
off demotion. After starting the basho 3-5, any hopes for Ozeki promotion were certainly already off the table, but
luckily for the Sekiwake he was able to put together a strong Week 2, as he often does, and finished with a 9-6
record. That second week did require some luck for Wakatakakage, as a missed call in his Day 9 match against
Takakeisho allowed him to secure a victory that should have been a loss. He was also the beneficiary of a fusen win,
as a rebounding Ura was injured in his match against Abi the day prior to facing Wakatakakage. Regardless,
Wakatakakage did look much improved in week 2, as we saw a lot more of the form that allowed him to win the
Yusho in March. 

Outside of the san’yaku ranks there was a lot more hope to find. The top 4 maegashira ranks produced a number of
impressive achievements. Already mentioned were Tamawashi and Takanosho and their impressive victories, but
rikishi like Maegashira 2 Kiribayama were also impressive. Kiribayama put together his second straight 10-5 record
while  being  in  the  joi  (the  top  grouping  of  wrestlers,  those  likely  to be  matched  with  the  Yokozuna).  After  a 

The Natsu basho was a basho filled with unpredictability at almost every turn,
but in the end, the final result was the most predictable outcome a basho could
have. Yokozuna Terunofuji standing alone at the top of the standings for the
7th time in his career, his third yusho in the past year. Terunofuji got off to a
very rocky start, losing on day 1 to Daieisho, who finished 11-4 with a special
prize and a share of the jun yusho. Terunofuji would wrap up Week 1 with losses
on days 6 and 8 to Tamawashi and Takanosho. Tamawashi has had Terunofuji’s
number over the past 6 months, picking up 3 consecutive kinboshi, while
Takanosho is another rikishi that finished 11-4 with a special prize and a share of
the Jun Yusho. Terunofuji’s week 1 performance was poor for a Yokozuna,
causing many to wonder if the Yokozuna would pull out of the basho, but he
was able to turn it around with a perfect second week, sweeping the remaining
san’yaku rikishi to take the title. 

While Terunofuji was the winner of the basho, he may not be what this basho
will be remembered for. When we look back at this basho, we will likely
remember it for the disappointing showing by the san’yaku rikishi. It was the
first time in documented history (going back to 1909) that no san’yaku rikishi
had 2 wins after Day 2. And the disappointments for them didn’t end there. The
three Ozeki, the three rikishi that should be knocking on the door of becoming
Yokozuna, ranged from merely adequate to unsurprisingly disappointing. Only
Takakeisho was able to scrape together a kachi koshi (winning record) but only
just barely, as he finished with a win on Day 15 to get his 8th and final win.
Mitakeumi and Shodai, however, failed to clear that 8-win bar and both will
need to get a winning record next basho to maintain their Ozeki rank. With 8
straight winning records and three straight double digit winning basho,
Mitakeumi was coming off the best stretch of his career, but something
seemed off with the new Ozeki. He seemed to lack the power that had defined
his Ozeki run and was easily pushed around. Look no further than his Day 14
match with Takakeisho. In a bout where both Ozeki needed a win to prevent
going kadoban, only Takakeisho showed up and Mitakeumi offered zero 
 resistance to being pushed out, causing some to wonder if an undisclosed
injury was to blame for the poor basho. Lastly, Shodai continued to struggle to 
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MAY 8-22 2022, Tokyo Japan

disappointing showing in his Komusubi
debut last year, Kiribayama is putting
together an impressive 2022 so far.
Another rikishi with a great start to 2022
is fellow Maegashira 2, Kotonowaka. He
completed his first basho in the joi that
wasn't affected by injury, and was able to
post an impressive 9-6 record while
defeating all 3 Ozeki. After the first half of
the year Kotonowaka has the most wins
in the top division with 31.

Another bright spot was surprise Yusho
race contender Sadanoumi. Sadanoumi
who has long been a journeyman who
bounces     back     and     forth     between

BY RYAN SMITHMAN

Makuuchi and Juryo was able to find his form and post the best record of
his Makuuchi career. This was definitely a surprise coming from the 35
year old, who hasn’t been ranked higher than Maegashira 8 in 6 years
and hadn’t posted a double digit winning score since his very first basho
in the top division back in 2014. Sadanoumi earned the first jun yusho of
his career and his second special prize.

Other standouts from this basho include: Wakamotoharu, older brother
to Wakatakakage, who completed his third consecutive 9-6 record since
debuting in the top division in January; Midorifuji, who posted a winning
record using his signature katasukashi to great affect in his return to the
top division; Hoshoryu, who earned his second straight winning record
as a member of the san’yaku ranks; And, sadly, a handful of questionable
decisions by the shimpan department to not call mono-ii’s (judges'
review) in matches where the result of the match probably should have
been overturned based on video replay.



KAINA - to lock arms with
HINERI - to twist or turn

KIMARITE
KORNER BY TOM ZABEL

There are 13 different twisting techniques: Utchari, Kainahineri, Kirikaeshi, Kotehineri, Makiotoshi, Shitatehineri,
Uchimuso, Uwatehineri, Gasshohineri, Kubihineri, Nimaigeri, Osakata, and Sotomuso.

Twisting techniques are usually done as a defensive move, using your opponents momentum or movement
against him. While Utchari is the most common, lets look at a couple others twisting techniques.

KAINAHINERI
TWO-ARM TWIST DOWN

Grab your opponent’s right (left) arm with both your arms. This can be done with either a double inside,
double outside, or one inside and one outside grip.

Turn/twist away and pull your opponent over your back leg. If your opponent was pushing you either right
or left, twist in the direction of his push, using his momentum to help carry him through/over your leg.

As he is off balance, continue to pull him into you and down. 

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

The attacker grabs or locks up one of the
defender’s arms with both arms  and, turning into
his opponent, twists him over and onto the dohyo.

When your opponent tries to execute a throw, counter his move immediately by stepping behind him
with one leg. 

Place your knee in an attempt to bend your opponent’s knee from behind.

Push your opponent’s chest or shoulder while twisting him backward over your leg. Force your opponent
backwards and down shifting your weight into him. 

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

KIRIKAESHI
BACKWARD KNEE TRIP

KIRI- end, conclusion
KAESHI - gift sent in return

Most often used as a defensive move or counterattack,
hence “a gift sent in return”. The attacker takes a step
forward, placing his knee behind his opponent’s leg, then
twists his opponent backward and over that knee.
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Begin in the position of shikiri.

As you start the tachiai (initial charge), pin elbows to your side straight out, palms facing slightly
inward. Do not straighten/stand up – your first movement should take you straight  ahead – keeping
your center of gravity low.

Slide or shuffle foot forward. Keep big toe anchored on dohyo. Shift weight onto inside of feet.

Slide or shuffle other foot forward. Keep your center of gravity low. Keep elbows pinned to side,
forearms out, palms turned inward. Do not waddle side to side, movement should be straight forward.

Advance to the edge of the dohyo – squat deeply. Stretch arms forward as you come out of squat
position

 

SURIASHI
Suriashi is a basic but foundational movement of sumo. It is peculiar to sumo. To advance or move forward during a
match one should always use suriashi. Suriashi is sliding or shuffling one’s foot across the dohyo without separating
the big toes from the dohyo, throwing your weight on the inside of your feet, and keeping a low center of gravity. A
rikishi depends on this technique to gain a superior position from shikiri (fighting stance) to tachiai (initial charge). It
is used throughout the match and allows the rikishi to always keep his balance.

After the squat and push out of the
first half of suriashi, return right arm
with elbow pinned to side, forearm
extended forward, and palms facing
inward. Raise left arm above
shoulder, elbow slightly bent toward
forehead.

Slide left foot, then right foot, along
edge of dohyo, continue around
dohyo to starting point. At end of
exercise extend both arms outward
as if pushing opponent out of dohyo

SUMO ESSENTIALS WITH TOM ZABEL
In this section we will discuss basic fundamental
movements, positions, and postures. These are key to
your sumo training and ability to perform well during
your matches.

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5
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2022 WORLD GAMES
JULY 9-10TH 
BIRMINGHAM, AL

The highest-level sumo in which Team USA athletes will
compete this year will be the 2022 World Games in
Birmingham, Alabama. The American team was selected
based on recent national-level results such as the 2021 North
American Sumo Championships in Las Vegas in December
and the 2021 National Championships in Austin, TX last June.
Light-, middle-, and heavyweight qualifying tournaments will
take place starting 12:40 PM Central on July 9th with finals
taking place the same day at 6 PM. An openweight
tournament will follow, taking place July 10 starting at 3:30
PM Central. As a benefit of being the host country, the US has
the largest delegation of wrestlers and will be represented in
all weight classes.

The men's heavyweight roster features a pair of brothers,
Angel and Gilberto Delatorre. The Delatorres have been some
of the most prolific travelers over the last year and have made
appearances all over the country. "The Samoan Bulldozer"
Robert Fuimaono has been on the national team before and
will look to bring home a prize to Kansas City as the only
Midwesterner on the team. Competing with and helping to
coach the team is Roy Sims, returning after a break from
regular competition. Sims was personally selected by the IFS
to fill the 4th heavyweight slot in recognition of his successful
career in sumo. The women's heavyweights are led by Dark
Circle Sumo's Eros Armstrong, who plowed her way to double
gold medals at both the 2021 National and North American
Championships. Joining her will be a pair of elite 

TEAM USA SUMO ATHLETES*
MEN'S HW

Robert Fuimaono
Angel Delatorre

Gilberto Delatorre
Roy Sims II

MEN'S MW
Andrew Roden

Jordan Karst
Eric Huynh

MEN'S LW
Justin Jones

Justin Kizzart
Trent Sabo

WOMEN'S HW
Eros Armstrong
Yaleidy Galindo

Kellyann Ball

WOMEN'S MW
Helen Delpopolo

Christina Grififn-Jones
Jennifer Crook

WOMEN'S LW
Ketzel Jefferson

Elizabeth Salazar
Liesel Rickhoff

*As of 6/20/22

heavyweights from California's Yamamoto Sumo Dojo,
Yaleidy Galindo and Kellyann Ball, both of whom took home
gold medals at the 2022 National tournament.

Both men's and women's middleweight consist of what are
usually considered separate weight classes, middle- and light
heavyweight. On the men's side, Alabama powerhouse and
2021 national champ Andrew Roden leads the charge,
accompanied by 2022 national champ and college wrestling
coach Jordan Karst, as well as North Carolina's Eric Huynh,
founder of Raijin Sumo Club. The women's delegation
includes New Jersey's Helen Delpopolo, a longtime veteran of
world-level competition, along with Honu Sumo's Christina
Griffin-Jones and 2022 middleweight champ Jenni Crook of
Yamamoto Sumo Dojo.

Last—but absolutely not least—are the lightweights. The
men's roster includes both of the Justins: 2021 national
champion Justin "JJ" Jones out of San Diego's Honu Sumo,
and Justin Kizzart, head coach of Dark Circle Sumo and one
of the main drivers behind the growth of sumo in Texas. They
are joined by Trent Sabo, a veteran of the world circuit who
took home international-level medals in both 2008 and 2017.
The women's lightweight team is an all-Texas show: San
Antonio's Ketzel Jefferson and Elizabeth Salazar will
represent Mighty Eagle Sumo and Austin's Liesel Rickhoff
joins her teammates from Dark Circle Sumo.

www.twg2022.com/sports/sumoMORE INFO:

BY JAKE POIRIER
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OAK CLIFF/ARLINGTON, TX
FREE KEIKO T/Th @ 8 PM

roninrikishis
roninrikishisumo_arlington

KEIKO SUNDAYS
& WEDNESDAYS

SAN ANTONIO TXSAN ANTONIO TX

mightyeaglesumo.commightyeaglesumo.com

Practice every Tuesday at 8:00 pmPractice every Tuesday at 8:00 pm
Victory Martial Arts, 11398 Bandera Rd #103Victory Martial Arts, 11398 Bandera Rd #103

TRAIN WITH FOURTRAIN WITH FOUR
SUMO BLACK BELTSSUMO BLACK BELTS

@ IRONLIFE ATHLETICS
1331 BROOKHAVEN DR
ORLANDO, FL 32803

IRONWAVESUMO
@GMAIL.COM

SHOGEKI SUMO
 @ O ATHLETIK

767 N Shepherd Dr
Houston, TX 77007

@ Fit and Fearless

4109 Todd Ln Suite #1600

Austin, TX 78744

darkcirclesumo.com

yaleidy.g.photography

ACTIVE CLUBS

Santa Rosa Beach, FL 
roninsumo@gmail.com 

850-629-9074 
roninsumo

@ EMERALD COAST JIU JITSU
7131 US-98, PANAMA
CITY BEACH, FL 32408

 & 850-774-4798
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S OPENWEIGHT
TOURNAMENTS HOSTED BY SHOGEKI
SUMO AT THE TOKYO NIGHT FESTIVAL 

MORE INFO: NICHOLAS TON
nicholasmton21@gmail.com

TRAINING CAMP JUNE 24/25TH
TOURNAMENT  JUNE 26TH

Hosted at JAFAX 2022,
at the DeVos Place
Convention Center in
Grand Rapids, MI.

@GRSumo

More info: Gabe Unick

UPCOMING EVENTS

TEAM USA AT THE WORLD GAMES
JULY 9TH 2022

The US sumo delegation for the World
Games was determined at the North
American Sumo Championships in

December 2021. Watch them compete
against the best in the world in

Birmingham this July!

twg2022.com/sports/sumo
More info at:

TEXAS

OPEN
NOVEMBER 12TH 2022

LOOKING TO
ADVERTISE YOUR
BUSINESS, EVENT,
OR SUMO CLUB?

CONTACT US AT
GRANDSUMO
BREAKDOWN
@GMAIL.COM

SUMO

$500$500 IN CASHIN CASH
PRIZESPRIZES

$250 EACH FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WINNERS$250 EACH FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WINNERS

Advertising sanctioned events and clubs will always be
free and will only be done with direct permission of the

organizer. Contact us if you'd like your info included or if
you need help finding somewhere to try sumo!

Livestream commentary w/ Grand Sumo Breakdown!


